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INTRODUCTION

Introduction and scope of the report
Key findings

POWER OF CELEBRITY

Sports and entertainment personalities as a way to unlock new fans
The overlap of sports and entertainment worlds
Surge of music streaming and hip hop dominance
Product placement in hip hop lyrics
The most endorsed brands by popular hip hop artists
Car choices in hip hop songs
Hip hop’s role in apparel and footwear
Acknowledging rappers’ taste-making power
Hip-hop and sports: Toronto Raptors and Drake
Hip-hop and sports: Philadelphia 76ers and Meek Mill
Practice what you preach
Will NFL’s deal with Jay-Z prove to be a change the league needs?
Building authentic partnerships and choosing right communication
Summary

FROM SPORTS TO A LIFESTYLE BRAND

From sports team to a lifestyle brand
New York Yankees: the story of success, legends and iconic city
New York Yankees: only US team to make top 10 in Club Index
Can love for Paris and Jordan translate into love for PSG?
Plethora of collaborations to grow a global lifestyle brand
Juventus: the “black and white” and more
Juventus capitalising on Ronaldo’s fame
Summary

HARNESSING DIGITAL FOR GLOBAL REACH

How are sports harnessing digital to establish a global reach?
Significance of different customer-brand interactions
Celebrity endorsement and effect it has on different consumers
NFL’s partnership with local stars to grow its presence in China
Power of celebrity helping to connect the dots
Targeted social media: meeting fans where they are active
Its all about localised content and sustained presence
Western sports properties’ digital fan activations in India
NBA is slowly but surely building its brand in Africa
MLB hits a home run with London Games in 2019
Interactive and immersive experiences to attract foreign fans
Summary

NON-TRADITIONAL SPONSORSHIPS

New opportunities for sports sponsorships
Rolling the dice with sports betting
Football’s betting partnerships: a sign of what’s to come?
Betting firms can help grow reach of US sports at home and abroad
Cannabis and a wave of global legalisation
World cannabis regulatory status February 2019
US cannabis regulatory status February 2019
The path to legalisation: what drives public support
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Cannabis in products and services of some sports sponsors
Understanding and following the consumer
First movers in CBD sponsorships
Regulations loosen, but hurdles remain for cannabis sponsorships
Standing behind the Science
Bringing an element of sports branding back into the product sphere
Summary

CONCLUSION

Key takeaways

About Euromonitor International

Euromonitor International is an independent market intelligence provider. Data, insight and analysis stem from in-the-field research
spanning 210 national markets.

Content ranges from the in-depth and country-specific, to key strategic themes with a global range and significance. Products cover
a comprehensive range of insights and market data, but can be broadly categorised as:

Strategy Briefings: Global or regional in scope, and focussing on the most important themes shaping consumer demand, the
key markets, competitive environment and future outlook across a range of industries.
Company Profiles: Analysis dedicated to the world’s most significant companies, with detailed insight into their activities, focus
of operations, their competitors, their geographic presence and performance.
Country Reports: For an in-depth understanding of specific countries, whether by industry, economic metrics or consumer
trends and lifestyles. These reports cover current trends, consumer demand, market potential and future prospects, with
country-specific local insight and comprehensive data, unavailable elsewhere.

For more information on this report, further enquiries can be directed via this link www.euromonitor.com/linking-sports-to-entertainment-major-club-and-
league-activations-as-a-growth-driver/report.


